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PEARS Monthly General Meeting
to be held at the Italian Club, in Lorraine at 19h30

on Tuesday the 7th July.

See you there!!!!!!

WRINKLY RAVERS
The next regular monthly lunchtime meeting of the Wrinklies will
take place on Thursday the 6th August. Come join the folks at
Marilyn's Coffee Shop in Walmer for some tremendous company
and fun, whether you have wrinkles or not.  --------  SSSSEEEEEEEE YYYYOOOOUUUU

TTTTHHHHEEEERRRREEEE!!!!!!!!!!!!

Dear fellow Radio Amateurs and
PEARS members, 

Things are happening in PEARS…Are
you part of it?

The 2009 RTA is now a thing of the
past, once again it was extremely well
supported by PEARS and we have re-
ceived many compliments from the out
of town visitors. My thanks goes to the
catering crew and indeed each and
everyone that made the day such a
huge success. The next event on the
calendar is the annual VW rally and I
know that we will be very successful as
always with this event. Do not forget

that the 7th July will be the briefing for the rally as part of our monthly meeting.
Please make every effort to attend.

PEARS raffle for Christmas for an ICOM IC718 HF Rig is taking shape and several
tickets have already been sold, there are still many tickets available. Tickets are
available now. Tickets are R50, and for what you will win it is a bargain. Please
support this initiative. When last have you had raffle for a HF rig. If you want to see
this happen more regularly make this raffle a success.

Amateur radio is the only fail safe communication in the world…and that’?s the way
it is!

73 Donovan

Chairman PEARS

ZS2DL
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Hamnet / ECARES News
The week of 22nd to 29th of June has seen some pretty bad
weather, gale force winds and heavy rains. We have had areas
without power, rooves blowing off, trees blowing down and vehicle
accidents, there have been areas flooded. A collapsing school wall
killed one student and severely injured two others. A tug towing two
barges had one break loose and land on the shore in the vicinity of
Knysna. There was also another barge breaking loose near Cape
Town and at least one boat has sunk. No doubt with time we will
hear of more damage, this goes to show that we never know where
we will be hit by some disaster or other or to what extent. 

73,

AL. ZS2U

The Law of Physics
For You Technical Guys 

From a senior level Auto Person:

Monday morning I attended a breakfast meeting where the speaker/guest was
David E. Cole, Chairman, Center for Automotive Research (CAR) an Engineer with
40+ years automotive experience, full Professor at the Univ. of Michigan . You
have all likely heard CAR quoted, or referred to in the auto industry news lately.

Mr. Cole told many stories of the difficulty of working with the folks that the Obama
administration has sent to save the auto industry. There have been many meetings
where this very experienced automotive expert has to listen to a newcomer to the
industry; someone with zero manufacturing experience, zero auto industry
experience, zero business experience, zero finance experience, and zero engi-
neering experience, and apparently zero brains, tell them how to run their
business.

Mr. Cole's favorite story is as follows: There was a team of Obama people
speaking to Mr. Cole. They were explaining to Mr. Cole that the auto companies
needed to make a car that was electric and liquid natural gas (LNG) with enough
combined fuel to go 500 miles so we wouldn't "need" so many gas stations (A
whole other topic). 

They were quoting BTU's of LNG and battery life that they had looked up on some
website.

Mr. Cole explained that to do this you would need a trunk FULL of batteries and a
LNG tank at big as a car to make that happen and that there were problems
related to the laws of physics that prevented them from...

The Obama person interrupted and said (and I am quoting here) "These laws of
physics? Who's rules are those, we need to change that. (Some of the others
wrote down the law name so they could look it up).

We have the congress and the administration. We can repeal that law, amend it,
or use an executive order to get rid of that problem. That's why we are here, to fix
these sort of issues".
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TUESDAY  16th JUNE  2009

Present 16 Members

Apologies ZS2ECH ---- Eric

Visitor VK2ON---- Arron

Minutes Minutes of the meeting held on 21 April 2009 were not 
available

Finances The Treasurer presented a breakdown of Income and 
Expenditure for the month of May 2009  and  the meeting 
accepted his accounts.

WiFi There has been a few problems  with the  WiFi system 
over the past weeks. However Chris ZS2AAW advises it 
operating satisfactorily.  

VW Rally The meeting was advised that the communications re-
quired for the VW Rally are fully operational.

RTA Our Chairman said  that a successful  RTA meeting  this 
coming weekend is expected and enjoined everyone to 
help by attending.

Xmas Raffle Our local ham radio outlet  HRO, is sponsoring  the raffle 
of a HF Transceiver. Tickets at a cost of R50 each will be 
available at the RTA meeting. Extra tickets may be 
purchased  from  ZS2DL  or  at  future  Club meetings.

Tea Break

IRLP Chris  ZS2AAW  presented, with  visual aids, the system 
of IRLP Communication and fielded several questions 
regarding its usefulness. Chris further said how  PEARS  
expected to expand the system within its existing  
network.

There being no further business the meeting closed at  21h30.

MINUTES OF P.E. AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY MONTHLY MEETING

Front Cover Picture - The Horse Memorial
The Horse Memorial erected and unveiled during 1905 in Port Elizabeth

commemorates the horses that suffered and died during the Anglo-boer

War (1899-1902). It consists of life-sized bronze figures of a horse about to

quench its thirst from a bucket held by a kneeling soldier and stands on the

corner of Russell Road and Rink Street.
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Maidenhead Locator System
The Maidenhead Locator System is a scheme used by amateur radio operators
for identifying positions on the Earth. It was proposed by the British radio amateur

Dr. John Morris (G4ANB), and later adopted by a group of VHF managers, meeting

in Maidenhead, England in 1980. The Maidenhead Locator System supplants the
older QRA locator system with one that is usable outside of Europe.

Maidenhead locators are also commonly referred to as grid locators or grid squares,
despite having a non-square shape on almost any cartographic projection.

Description of the system

A Maidenhead locator represents a position on the Earth based on latitude and
longitude. This position information is presented in a limited level of precision in

order to limit the amount of characters needed for its transmission using speech or
Morse code.

Chosen coding uses alternating pairs of letters and digits, and in each pair the first
character encodes longitude and the second character encodes latitude, like so:

BL11bh16

These character pairs have also traditional names, and in case of letters the
amount of characters (or "encoding base number") used in each pair does vary.

In order to avoid negative numbers in the input data, the system also specifies that

latitude is measured from southpole to northpole giving south the value of zero, and
north value of 180°. (Geodetics counts things with "North positive".) For the

longitude the definition is such that 180° west is zero and 180° east is 360°.

(Geodetics counts things with "East positive")

To simplify manual encoding, first base number was chosen to be 18, thus dividing

the globe to 18 zones of latitude of 10° each, and 18 zones of longitude 20° each.
These zones are encoded with letters "A" to "R", and this pair of letters is

traditionally called field.

Further subdivision is done with base number of 10 and encoding as digits "0" to
"9", and this resulting digit pair is called square. This is where the alternative name

"grid squares" comes from. Each of these squares represents 1° of latitude by 2° of
longitude.

The square is denoted by the two digits following the field letters in the Maidenhead

locator. To give an example, Newington, Connecticut, home of W1AW, the Ameri-
can Radio Relay League's Maxim Memorial Station, is found in grid locator FN31.

For additional precision, each square can be sub-divided further, into subsquares.
These are encoded by letters often (but not always) presented in lowercase, and

again to ease earlier manual encoding calculations from degrees and minutes, the
base number was chosen to be 24 giving these subsquares dimensions of 2.5' of

latitude by 5' of longitude.

The subsquare (when presented) is encoded into third pair of characters "A" to "X"

which in US and UK are traditionally written in lower case letters. The correspond-
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ing Maidenhead subsquare locator is hence composed of two letters, two digits, two

letters. Two points within the same Maidenhead subsquare are always less than 12
km apart. So a Maidenhead locator gives a lot of precision from a mere six

characters, which are easily communicated.

Fields are divided into 100 squares each.

For even more precise location mapping, additional two digits were proposed and

ratified as extended locator making it altogether eight characters long, and dividing
subsquares into even smaller ones. Such precision has uses in very short commu-

nication spans. Beyond this there is no specified common way to extend the system

further into even smaller squares. Most often the extending is done by repeating
alternating subsquare, and square rules (base numbers 24 and 10 respectively.)

However, other bases for letter encodings have also been observed, and therefore
such extended extended locators might not be compatible.

The Maidenhead locator system has been explicitly based on the WGS84 model of
the earth's surface since 1999. Before that time, it was usually based on each

user's local national land-survey coordinate systems, which do differ slightly from
each other and the global WGS84. As a result, stations very near the edges of

squares at denoted precision may have changed their locator in between previous

convention, and use of WGS84.

To summarize:

· Character pairs encode first longitude and then latitude 

· First pair (field) encodes with base 18 and letters "A" to "R" 

· Second pair (square) encodes with base 10 and digits "0" to "9" 

· Third pair (subsquare) encodes with base 24 and letters "A" to "X" 

· Fourth pair (extended square) encodes with base 10 and digits "0" to "9" 

· Fifth pair and onwards is not defined, but repeat of the third and fourth pair

algorithms is one way: 

BL11bh16oo66

At HF frequencies, positions are reported at square precision, at VHF and UHF

usually at subsquare precision. More precise position reports are very rarely used.

Use by radio amateurs

Today, Maidenhead locators are used and recognized by radio amateur individuals

and organizations around the world. Many utilities exist to convert latitude and
longitude to locators, as this is a favorite hack for programmers who are also radio

amateurs. Commercially available (civil) Global Positioning System receivers are
frequently able to display Maidenhead locators.

Maidenhead locators are used as part of the formulas for scoring in many VHF
amateur radio contests. Grid locators are also the basis of earning the American

Radio Relay League's VHF/UHF Century Club operating award.

In IARU Region 1 rules, VHF distances are calculated from maidenhead subsquare

centers using spherical earth. This results in a small error in distance, but makes
calculation very much simpler, and given the inherent imprecision in the used input

data, is not the biggest error source.
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Farm Comm
P.O.Box 50856 Colleen Glen 6018 Tel 041-3721426 Cell 0832286303

Fax 086 5567406 E-mail whbosch@mweb.co.za

  �  The name of our neighborhood Watch is Farm Comm.

  �  Farm Comm was formed and constituted in June 2001.

  �  We have 76 family members in Farm Comm. Membership list attached.

  �  Each member has a 29Mhz two-Way radio in their house

  �  Each home has a Emergency Plan for Fire, Medical & Security booklet in their home.

  �  All members are divided into one of the three sections: Fire – Medical – Security

Division.

  �  We have a fully equipped control room with radio’s and area maps to assist with

emergencies.

  �  FIRE: We have five mobile fire units with water tanks and petrol motors to combat

fires.

  �  All Fire members have been trained by our local Fire Services and are fully equipped.

  �  MEDICAL:  8 trained members between level- 1 to 3 have a fully stocked medical aid

box in their cars.

  �  Medical teams do mock exercises and are rated by professional observers.

  �  SECURITY:  We have 30 Mobile units with radio’s in to assist with any emergency.

  �  Our security team have been trained with security procedures to assist the SAPS with

crime in our area.

  �  All our members have a Farm Comm illumines plot number displayed at their gate.

  �  Each member has a map of the area indicating the locality of each Farm Comm

member for emergencies.

  �  Our security members receive firearm training by an accredited instructor.

  �  GENERAL: Our main objective is training our members to be pro-active against crime

in our area and our operations is not excluded to our members only as we are a

community based project serving our community and giving full cooperation to the

members of Kabega Park Police Station as we are well aware of the fact that only as

partners can we defeat crime in our area.

Willie Bosch

Chairperson

Farm Comm

Cell: 083 2286 303
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VW Rally – 2009

The VW Rally takes place over the weekend of Friday 10 to
Saturday 11 July.

The following is a list of operators who have made themselves
available to assist.

Mobile Operators
ZS2WG, ZS2GRL, ZS2DL, ZR2JH, ZS2C, ZS2GV, ZS2BA,
ZS2RS, ZR2IJ, ZS2ILN, ZS2ABZ

Control / Results
ZS2AAW, ZR2TX, ZS2QT, ZS2VS, ZR2RL, ZS2PG

Field Stations – Friday
ZS2RL, ZS2PA, ZS2U, ZS2E, ZS2DK, ZS2F, ZS2ECH,
ZR2EY, ZS2AE, ZS2AG, ZR2BS, ZS2R, ZS2ND, ZS2ICE

Field Stations – Saturday
ZS2EHB, ZS2F, ZS2ICE, ZR2T, ZE2XT, ZS2DK, ZS2ECH,
ZR2IW, ZS2RL, ZS2SJE, ZS2ROB, ZS2PA, ZS2ND, ZR2LG,
ZS2R, ZS2RT, ZS2U, ZS2E, ZS2AG, ZR2BS, ZS2AE, ZR2EY

All operators are to please attend a briefing on the evening of
Tuesday 7 July at 20h00, venue – Italian Club.

Documentation packs will be handed out and any questions
answered at this meeting.  Should you not be able to attend, or
have any other problems with the operator scheduling please
contact ZR2TX – Tony on 082 956 2920 or ZS2RL – Beavan
on 082 837 1659

Left: The scene
here in Hume-
wood is set for the
final stage of the
2008 Volkswagen
Rally, which was
the 25th time this
Rally had been
held,  of  which
PEARS had been
a part for the past
24 years.
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on your birthdays

July
28 Leonie Gillmer XYL of Gary

ZR2LG

29 Des Pettit ZS2ABU

August 
02 Anita Human XYL of JP

ZR2XTC

03 Rob MacGeoghegan ZS2ROB

04 Brenda Whitehead XYL of Alan
ZS2R

06 Julia Atteridge XYL of Bill
ZS6GHJ

07 Dawn Hislop XYL of ZR2DJH

07 Ronel Du Plessis XYL of Basie
ZR2BA

10 Herman Nell ZR2NH

15 Serge Smetryns ZS2SJE

on your anniversaries

July
28 Libby and Mike Hanslow

ZS1RMS 

August
01 Ginny ZS2GIN and Pat ZS2PJP

Pullinger

09 Jayne and David Rishworth

CONGRATULATIONS

WANTED:  CB base station

antenna without radials, in
good condition. Shakespeare

Big Stick or similar. 

Beavan ZS2RL.  Phone 041

368 8810 / 082837 1659.

Whats Next? by Author Unknown

After having dug to a depth of 10 feet last year, New York scientists found

traces of copper wire dating back 100 years and came to the conclusion,

that their ancestors already had a telephone network more than 100 years

ago. 

Not to be outdone by the New Yorkers, in the weeks that followed, in

California an archaeologist dug to a depth of 20 feet, and shortly after,

headlines in the LA Times newspaper read: ' California archaeologists have

found traces of 200 year-old copper wire and have concluded that their

ancestors already had an advanced high-tech communications network a

hundred years earlier than the New Yorkers.' 

One week later, THE MONROE JOURNAL, a local newspaper in Monroe

County , Alabama , reported the following: After digging as deep as 30 feet

in his pasture near Flat Creek , Monroe County , Alabama , Bubba

Whitlock, a self-taught archaeologist and a Alabama grad, reported that he

found absolutely nothing. Bubba has therefore concluded that 300 years

ago, Alabama had already gone wireless. 

Who said Alabamians were hicks?
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Sunday Bulletins
PEARS bulletins are transmitted on

Sundays immediately after the SARL

English transmission, i.e. at about

08:45 on 7098 kHz as well as the 2

metre linked network that provides

from Butterworth to George and up to

the Free State and their environs.

PEARS 7098 or 3640 kHz transceive

facilities are also remotely linked as

needed. In addition, the SARL's 40m

operations on 7082 or 7066 kHz or

Hamnet's 7070 kHz can be remotely

patched to the 2m network in receive

only mode or with full transceive ca-

pability for interactive events.

Bulletin Roster

26th Jul Barry ZS2H

2nd Aug Clive ZS2RT

9th Aug Basie ZR2BA

16th Aug Donovan ZS2DL

23rd Aug Chris ZS2AAW

Please Note
that the above Bulletin Reading Ros-
ter has been amended as per an
email received from Clive ZS2RT on
the 23rd June. Trust that you have
not been inconvenced in any way.
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Your Societies Committee for 2008
Chairman Donovan van    

Loggerenberg ZS2DL 082-8524885 zs2dl@hamradio.co.za

Vice Chairman / Technical Chris Scarr ZS2AAW 041-3681344 zs2aaw@pears.ham-radio-

   op.net

Secretary Barry Jackson ZS2H 041-3603052    zs2h@pears.ham-radio-

   op.net

Treasurer Clive Fife ZS2RT 041-3673203 cfife@absamail.co.za

Club Social Activities Glen Cummings ZS2GV 082-4112743 glen_vaness@telkomsa.net

Marketing & PR. Basie Du Plessis ZR2BA  basiedp@gmail.com

Meeting Catering/Elmering Bill Hodges ZS2ABZ 041-5812580 hodges@absamail.co.za

Contests and Awards

Manager Eric Hosten ZS2ECH 041-3681505 eric.hosten@nmmu.ac.za

Website, Manager Barry Murrell ZS2EZ 041-5813561 webmaster@zs2pe.co.za

Co-opted sub-committees

RAE Examination Admin. Donovan ZS2DL 082-8524885 zs2dl@hamradio.co.za

Class A (ZR) Training Paul Galpin ZS2PG 041-3721779 galpinp@absamail.co.za

Class B (ZU) Training Donovan ZS2DL 082-8524885 za2dl@hamradio.co.za

Assessors Rory Norton ZS2BL, Chris Scarr ZS2AAW, Donovan ZS2DL, Bill ZS2ABZ, JIm  

ZS2JF

Contest Committee Al Akers ZS2U, Eric Hosten ZS2ECH,  contest@pears.ham-radio-

Mike Bosch ZS2FM  op.net

QSX Editor Ashley ZS2AG 082-3726696 ashleygoosen@yahoo.com

QSX Distribution Mitch ZS2DK 083-7153375

PEARS' VHF/UHF, Packet & Other Services
REPEATERS

Town VHF # 145,050/650   Town UHF # 431,050/438,650   Uitenhage # 145,075/675
# - These repeaters form a separate sub-net in the PE - Uitenhage - Despatch area

Cockscomb 145,000/600    Lady's Slipper *145,100/700    Colesberg *431,075/438,675
Noupoort *431,150/438,750    Cradock *145,050/650 

* These form the PEARS long-range 2-metre repeater system, also linked to which are East
London 145,775 MHz, George 145,700, Danabaai 145,600, Stilbaai 145,750, Butterworth
145,725, King Williams Town 145,625 and Umtata (438,725 duplex). It is further extendable to
Cape Town via the WCRWG system. # These can also be linked as required.

PACKET NETWORK

ZS0NTP-2 Packet Node - Lady's Slipper 7.040 300bd, 144.625 1200bd, 434.875 9600bd,
433.800 1200bd APRS, Cape Linked Network listen-only for APRS.
ZS0NTP Packet Bulletin Board - Lady's Slipper Access via the node, or use "VIA ZS0NTP-7"
ZS0GHT-2 Packet Node - Governorskop 144.675, 438.275, 434.875
ZS0CDK-2 Packet Node - Cradock 144.675
ZS2ABZ-4 WMR918 Weather Station on APRS 144.625

BEACONS

2M Beacon (ZS2VHF CW ID, FSK) Horizontally polarised 25W ERP 144.415

6M Beacon (ZS2SIX CW ID, FSK) Horizontally polarised 25W ERP 50.005

See the PEARS web site at www.zs2pe.co.za for further details and network diagrams.
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